
                                                                                                                                              
      
PREPARATION Download PowerPoint  from www.churchinchains.ie and familiarise yourself with its 
content (please note it  is NOT SUITABLE FOR YOUNG CHILDREN). It  is self-explanatory and may be 
shown without spoken commentary but a suggested commentary is printed overleaf, which you 
may like to use. Read the bookmark with Prayer Points.

SUNDAY 20 NOVEMBER Distribute bookmarks to people as they arrive or place on seats/pews. 

INTRODUCTION Introduce the subject (Today is the International Day of Prayer for the Persecuted 
Church) and mention that churches all over Ireland and Britain will take time in their services today 
to pray for the persecuted church. Explain that today’s prayers will focus on persecuted Christians 
in Pakistan where Christians are often the targets of violent attacks and where they face the ever-
present threat of being accused of breaking Pakistan’s blasphemy laws. 

PRESENTATION Run the PowerPoint show  (approximately 2 minutes long, or 4 minutes if using 
spoken commentary overleaf). 

PRAYER Pray using Prayer Points 1 and 3 on the bookmark or encourage everyone to join you in 
reading aloud “A Prayer for Pakistan” printed on bookmark.

  
PREPARATION – as above but also read through suggested Bible Reading (Revelation 2 v 8-11).

SUNDAY 20 NOVEMBER Distribute Bookmarks to people as they arrive or place on seats/pews. 

INTRODUCTION – as above 

BIBLE READING: Revelation 2 v 8-11 – The message of Jesus to the church at Smyrna. Jesus assures 
the church that he knows it is afflicted and poor and living in a hostile environment (feelings with 
which many Pakistani Christians would identify as most are from the poorer sections of society and 
face discrimination in everyday life). Jesus also speaks about slander from opponents (again 
something that Christians in Pakistan often face). Jesus speaks about coming persecutions and 
encourages the church not to be afraid and to be faithful unto death.  

PRESENTATION and PRAYER  Run the PowerPoint show  and pause as follows. You may wish to invite 
at least one other person to participate in prayer.

PAUSE at  8 (Woman crying at coffins) – Pray using Prayer Points 1 and 2 on the bookmark.

PAUSE at  14 (Sawan Masih) – Pray using Prayer Point 3 on the bookmark.                                                    

At end of session, pray using Prayer Points 4 and 5 and encourage people to take their bookmarks 
home. Encourage everyone to join you in reading aloud “A Prayer for Pakistan” printed on 
bookmark.
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NUMBER DESCRIPTION SUGGESTED COMMENTARY

1 Today is IDOP Churches all over Ireland and Britain will be giving time 
today in worship services to pray for persecuted Christians. 

2 World map Christians face varying degrees of persecution in 60 
countries, ranging from Severe (Red) through Significant 
(Orange) to Limited (Green).

3 Pakistan map Pakistan is coloured red on this map because Christians 
there face severe persecution.

4 Pakistan attacks text Muslim fundamentalist groups are on the rise influenced by 
the Taliban and are responsible for frequent attacks on 
minority groups.

5 Bombing debris A Taliban suicide bomber was responsible for an attack on 
Easter Sunday this year. The target was Christians emerging 
from a nearby church.

6 Grieving family The bomber targeted a children’s swing area where many 
families had gathered.

7 Pastor at funeral "We need much consolation," Pastor Shakeel said. "We are 
tired, we are worried, we have become scared."

8 Woman crying at coffins All Saints Anglican Church in Peshawar was the scene of 
the deadliest attack on Christians in 2013 when two Taliban 
suicide bombers broke into a church service.

9 Pakistan blasphemy law 
text

Pakistan’s blasphemy laws punishing comments made 
agianst Muhammed and the Quran are so badly worded 
and carry such severe penalties (including the death 
penalty) that the threat of being accused is an ever-
present fear.

10 Asia Bibi Asia Bibi, a Christian farm worker, faced a blasphemy 
charge after a dispute with a Muslim woman who was a 
fellow farm worker.

11 Hang Asia banner While world governments including the Irish government 
have called for Asia’s release, Muslim fundamentalists in 
Pakistan have called for her to be executed.

12 Salman Taseer & 
Shabhaz Bhatti

Salman Taseer (a Muslim governor) was killed by his 
bodyguard while Shabhaz Bhatti (a Christian government 
minister) was ambushed as he visited his mother.

13 Shagufta Kauser and 
Shafqat Emmanuel

This couple was accused of sending blasphemous text 
messages but both are illiterate. They are being held in 
separate prisons and friends are loking after their four 
children.

14 Sawan Masih Sawan was charged with blasphemy after a conversation 
with a Muslim friend about Jesus and Mohammed. A mob 
of 3,000 enraged Muslims attacked his home area.

15 Nawaz Sharif Christians in Pakistan believe that the Prime Minister has 
not done enough to protect them from attack or reform the 
blasphemy laws due to fear of Muslim fundamentalists.

16 Pakistan in next mag Encourage people to bring bookmarks home and 
continue to pray for Pakistan.

POWERPOINT COMMENTARY


